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By Lawrence Kronick
"Draft boards are being appointed all
over the country, and some have
already met," stated Howard Smith of
the Lawyers Guild Task Force on Regis-
tration and the Draft. Mr. Smith, an
attorney practicing in Boston and a
graduate of Connecticut College recently
spoke to a gathering of approximately
one hundred members of the College
. community on the particulars involved
in military conscription. According to
Mr. Smith, a military draft is likely to
be reinstated within a year. In addition,
there are several Selective Service bills
that have already been introduced in
Congress.
The following is a synopsis of Mr.
Smith's remarks with respect to what is
involved in the Selective Service (55)
process and some of the options
available to registrants. More detailed
information is available in the February
Draft Boards Have Met
1, 1982 Federal Register, beginning on
page 4640, or contact the Lawyers Guild
directly. A complete text of Mr. Smith's
remarks is available from the Chapel
Board upon request.
The draft can be reinstated if and
when any national emergency arises.
With the current situation in El Salvador
and the militant tendencies of the
present administration, a "national
emergency" could be declared at any
time. To initiate the draft, the President,
after declaring a "national emergency,"
requests from Congress authorization to
reinstate selective service. Mobilization
Day (M-day) is the day when Congress
approves the President's request. After
the draft is set in motion there follows a
quick series of events that results in
inductions just ten days later.
A lot of changes have been made in
the system since the Vietnam War and
all work to the disadvantage of the
registrant. On the day following
The Arboretum Pond
By Bart Hoskins
The Arboretum pond was drained last
fall in an attempt to keep it from
becoming filled with silt. Pond lilies
were thriving throughout the pond in
the silt which was built up from other
plants which died and fell to the
bottom. Thus a cycle of debris buildup
and more plant growth was in the
process of turning the pond into a
swamp.
The immediate purpose of draining
the pond was to expose the roots, or
rhizomes of the pond lilies to the cold
and dry air of winter; this would have
the effect of killing many of the plants
and slowing the cycle of silt accumula-
tion. Also the Arboretum staff wanted
to look at the bottom of the pond and
assess the possibility of dredging parts of
it. It was decided that the equipment
needed to move the many rocks on the
bottom of the pond would be too large
to take into the Arboretum.
At this time the dam is being repaired
and the pond is being refilled. A pipe is
being installed in case it should once
again be necessary to drain the pond.
The pond is fed by many small under-
ground streams, and it is essentially a
low spot where the water from these
streams runs out. One source of such
ground water is, strangely enough, the
library roof. Rain collects on the roof
and runs into drain pipes which then
pour water into the ground in the
Arboretum.
According to Mrs. Sally Taylor, the
acting Director of the Arboretum,
draining the pond was a conservative
approach to the problem of silt
accumulation. In the past two or three
years about twenty inches of silt has
built up on the bottom of the pond. It i'
hoped that draining the pond will at
least provide a reprieve for the scenic
body of water.
Congressional Approval (Msday + 1)
Selective Service sends out notices to
those registered with the lowest Random
Selective Service Number (RSN). On
M-day + 10 (just ten days later) those
who received notices are required to
report to an induction center for
processing. Processing includes filling
out various forms and a medical
examination (to determine whether you
are fit to serve). If you pass this
examination you are then immediately
inducted into the Army.
All men who are 18 - 34 years of age
are technically eligible for the draft but
the "primary year of eligibility" is 20
years of age.
Those who are 20 when the draft is
reinstated must consider what type of
claim they will file in the first ten days
after they receive notice to report to an
induction center. According to Mr.
Smith, if you "don't file a timely claim
your rights to file are waived." This
means that if you do not file a claim
before M-day + 1 and M-day + 10 you
will have no alternative but to go
through induction and pray you don't
pass the physical. Filing any and all
types of claims will stay induction or
entry. All claims must be filed before
M-day + 10 and you may file as many
claims as you are able. Any claim will
delay your time of induction and will
Continued on Page 2
SGA: A New Image
joe Cooper has plans for re-working
the vandalism policy. The SGA already
voted the current policy out because "it's
not structured enough to provide JB
with a set of rules that we can go by to
hear cases ... and effectively implement
policy," joe said.
When vandalism occurs a form is
filled out to assess the damage. judiciary
Board often has to void these forms
because they aren't specific enough to •
vote on. The expenses are then absorbed
into general college expenditures. This
gives the impression, Joe said, that JB is
indifferent, when in fact jB really is
doing its job. The SGA newsletter will
convey this to the college community.
joe said he would also like to see open
meetings and forums to get feedback
from students and administration.
SGA's secretary is jan McKee '84 and
David Kaster '83 is parliamentarian.
By Rachel Youree
Student Government and judiciary
Board at Connecticut College are
coming out of the closet. SGA president
Herb Holtz '83 and judiciary Board
chairman joe Cooper '83, who will be
officially inaugurated on May 5th, both
say they want to increase open contact
with the college community and get rid
of their organizations' mysterious image.
An SGA newsletter that will start next
year is the major step towards their goal
of uniting the government, the student
body and the administration. The news-
letter will be published twice a month
with a column for Herb, joe, and Social
Board chairman Trip Seed '84.
Managing the paper will be Gretchen
Anderegg '83, Public Relations director
of SGA, in a new position that will
become official next year.
/7
-------CAMPUSNEWS------
Holocaust Symposium
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u'0 By Rachel Youree
:> A symposium in honor of the
~ National Week of Commemoration of
~ the Holocaust (April 18·25) was held on
(l Wednesday in Dana Hall. There were
five speakers who related their
ClI...c experiences of the Holocaust and feelings
~ about the importance of remembering.
After the symposium, there was a
moment of silence and prayers in
memory of those who died. Professor
Schlesinger recited the Kiddush, and
Professor David Robb recited the
Requiem.
Gayle Webman, sister of Representative
Sam Gejdenson from Norwich, read her
brother's statement. She was born in
Siberia during the war and also lived in
Poland, Germany, and now the United
States.
"We are gathered here to mourn and
to remember," Ms. Webman began.
Along with sorrow for the victims of the
Holocaust, the statement also asked for
gratitude for the Gentiles whose courage
and humanity saved many Jews.
The Holocaust was a "systematic and
bureaucratically organized evil," she
read, to carry out the Nazi goal to
"exterminate all the Jews ... and their
existence." The process involved
cooperation of the German legislature,
treasury and transportation department.
It was a depersonalized murder in which
quotas were to be filled and the
bureaucracy and detachment gave Nazi
agents an alibi for denial.
The Holocaust has taught the Jewish
people many lessons-especially that
threats can become a reality. And this
must be taken as a contemporary lesson
about genocide and violation of human
rights in Cambodia and El Salvador.
"Jews are often the first ... but are not
the last," Ms. Webman read.
As a senator, Mr. Gejdenson wrote
that the power of the government and
the people must make an effective
difference and assume responsibility in
America. The Germans, it was noted,
were a cultured people turned into a
murderous state. In the statement, he
also expressed a commitment to Israel.
Although these things cannot be
undone, by remembering we can work
together in regard for our future.
Dana Kline, who earned her Master's
degree in Russian History from Conn in
1978, is research associate of the Center
for Judaic Studies and Contemporary
Jewish Life, University of Connecticut.
She read from her work as director of a
project in oral history with survivors of
the Holocaust.
"Historians, theologians and psycholo-
gists all have a piece of truth in their
views. But there are other voices- of
those at Auschwitz," said Ms. Kline.
Ms. Kline read from a journal of an
inhabitant of the Warsaw ghetto in
Poland who was writing as an historical
mission. The entry from 1942 expressed
fear of the impending rise of the Furer
Les Beaux-Arts Ball
By lom Proulx
On Saturday, April 17, a transforma-
tion took place. What was originally the
foyer in Cummings became a dance
floor. What has always been a gallery
became a room to mingle in, get refresh-
ments and marvel at hundreds of helium
balloons. What was this extravaganza?
It was the Beaux-Arts Ball, a costume
party thrown by the Art and Art
History Student Advisory Boards.
The music for the party was provided
by the George Marstan Big Band. The
dancing went until 2:00 a.m. with
couples packing the dance floor, jitter-
bugging to all the favorites of the Swing
and Big Band eras. A rotating, mirrored
glass ball helped to transform Dana
Gallery into a make-believe ballroom
with the guests wearing anything from
tuxedos to outrageous costumes, adding
even more gaiety to the elegance of the
affair. Four hundred formally attired or
costumed guests made the humor of the
party to be their garb as well as the
balloons and cut-out cardboard figures
of Ronald and Nancy Reagan found on
the first Hoor of the party.
What really made the party work was
the good relationship enjoyed by the
departments of Art and Art History.
The advisory boards for the departments
coordinated the whole party and nearly
every member of the two departments'
faculties were there to join in the fun.
The ball was by invitation only to
students taking courses in the three
departments housed in Cummings: Art,
Art History and Music. Only students
currently enrolled in courses in those
departments were invited, resulting in
many students regretfully having not
been invited even though they had taken
courses in Cummings previous to this
semester.
As a whole the ball proved to be a
complete success. President and Mrs.
Ames were in attendance and enjoyed
the party so much that in remarking to
the Art Department Chairman, President
Ames said he would like to see the
Beaux-Arts Ball become a yearly event.
Well, Art and Art History Advisory
Boards, it looks as though you've got
next year's work already cut out for you!
(Hitler) and the annihilation of Jews
during the war in Europe. Rumors and
threats abounded, and the prophecy
came true.
A woman who lived on the Aryan
side of the ghetto wrote in her journal in
1948 about smuggling Jewish children to
safety and dynamite for resistance.
For a long time, Ms. Kline said, talk
about the Holocaust was hushed, but
children of survivors, in America, Israel
and around the world, are beginning to
discover that they and their parents are
"witnesses to the dark side of man."
Continued on Page 5
Draft Boards Have Met
Continued from Page 1
provide you with more time to research
your options!
Currently, there are two classifications
under which you can obtain a defer-
ment; the administrative and the
judgemental. We are concerned only
with the judgemental classification
because the administrative deals strictly
with cadets who are still completing
their training. Mr. Smith described six
types of judgemental classifications.
They are, lAO, which is a
Conscientious Objector (CO) with non-
combatant status; 10, which is a CO to
both combat and non-combat service;
20, which is for ministerial students;
3A, which is a hardship claim; 40,
which excludes practicing ministers; and
4G, which is for sole surviving sons and
surviving sons.
The classification of lAO involves
those who object to combat duties but
do not object to serving in the military
in some other capacity. The information
on how this can be achieved was not
discussed but judging by the actions of
the military in the past it doesn't seem
logical to put much stock in their
guarantee.
The second classification, is the 10
classification. Only those who object to
both combat and non-combat service
can obtain this status. The process to
receive such status is both complicated
and cumbersome. There is no way to
receive such status except by filing a
claim after receiving an induction notice.
Anything that you have written on a
draft registration form or put on file
with any organization thus far, may
help you obtain a 10 classification but
is not binding or decisive at all.
Those who decide that CO is the
route they are going to follow will be
required to make an appearance in front
of the local draft board and fill out
several forms. One of these forms
contains six questions. These questions
are designed to test how sincere you are
and to screen out the so called "selective
resistors". A "selective resistor" is one
who would fight in Poland but would
not fight in El Salvador. If you are
believed to be a "selective resistor" your
application for CO status will be
refused.
The questions to be completed in
order to receive CO status are too
involved to be answered completely in
the ten days alotted for filing. The
sooner one answers these questions and
has them notarized, the longer they will
have established themselves as having
beliefs that qualify them for CO status.
Those who intend to take this route
should begin now to compile a file on
their current and past activities that
reflect their beliefs. This can include
anything from copies of letters to
Congress people expressing your views
on war to pictures of yourself at
peace rallies. Anything that could help
should be included.
Eventually, each claimant will have to
appear before a draft board. It is
important to be sincere, composed and
eloquent and it is a good idea to prepare
for this interview by participating in
mock draft board sessions. The
atmosphere of these meetings is typically
very depersonalized and the Board is not
interested in you as a person at all.
In the event that the draft board
rejects an application for any type of
deferment there is further recourse. If
one is denied, they have 15 days to file
with the District Appeal Board. If
denied on this level the only other
recourse is to appeal to the National
Board. In order for one to appeal to this
level the district board must have filed a
divided opinion. There will be no appeal
if their decision is unanimous.
"
Unfortunately, Mr. Smith did not
know the medical regulations with
regard to physical fitness for induction.
However, they can be found in the
Army Code and have virtually remained
the same since the 19405. Above all, the
most important thing for someone who
is at the primary age (20) is to use all
possible avenues to get themselves out
of this category.
It is important to remember that the
information presented above is far from
all the information there is on this
subject. Details on this particular subject
are extremely important!
--LETTERS----------
To the Editor:
I suppose they consider it art, or at
the very least a good practical joke. I
hope it was worth it.
I am referring, of course, to the spray
painting of the cube sculpture, which
occurred on Friday night, April 23. I
don't feel the same anger and disappoint-
ment that I feel when I see a broken
Plex door or a trashed living room on
an average Saturday or Sunday
morning. This incident is different: it
represents a far more serious decadence.
I am stunned and outraged at this
deliberate and obviously pre-meditated
defacement of a piece of art familiar to
us all. Such an act is not only a direct
and serious breach of the Social Honor
Code, but also shows a pathetic lack of
respect and appreciation for a thing of
beauty.
I cannot see how those involved could
possibly feel anything but utter shame
for themselves for what they have done.
Not only have they stooped to the very
lowest levels of ignorance and immatu-
rity, but they have also managed to
permanently disfigure a valuable piece
of art. There is no excuse for such an
act and the individuals responsible are
not worthy of attending an institution
which is dedicated to certain basic
intellectual and moral standards.
Joe Cooper
To the Editor:
While reading a recent Voice article
(16 April 1982), I was faced with yet
another instance of someone using the
name "Smith" for convenience sake.
Everyone does it-writers, speakers,
even lecturing professors! It seems that
when people don't know who to put in
a situation-they use a Smith. Mary
Smith in the store ... Jim Smith from the
office ... John Smith on the phone.
Jane Smith from the bridge club ... (How
many can you think of7) It's not that
"our" people totally object to others
using our name, but give us a break. We
seem to get pegged for every thing-
makes us sound like an epidemic or
something. Why don't people use their
own names-names like Robinowitz, or
Abrahams or even Baldwin! Just keep us
out of things and let us live unbothered
(as we try to keep up with the Jones').
Kathryn D. Smith
Corresponding Secretary NSPUNSPHI'
"National Society for the Prevention of
the Use of the Name "Smith" for
Purposes of Hypothetical Illustration.
To the Editor:
Thanks to everyone in the sophomore
class who helped make the Senior Break-
fast so wonderful! The amazing
creativity and obvious enthusiasm that
went into creating the "Land of Oz"
made the morning a truly special one.
Claudia Kovitz. '82
Kathy Swan, '82
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As Henrik Willem Van Loon said in
the introduction to The Story of
Mankind, "High up in the land called
Svithjod, there stands a rock. It is a .
hundred miles high and a hundred miles
wide. Once every thousand years a little
bird comes to this rock to sharpen its
beak. When the rock has thus been
worn away, then a single day of eternity
will have gone by."
Don't let time pass you by.
Do something-
Write for The College Voice.
"Several operons coding for amino acid synthetic pathway
enzymes are controlled by the availability of that particular
amino acid in the environment. The control of operon
expression by the amino acid occurs at two levels, one
transcriptional and the other traditional."
Reading this stuff, at 3030 in the morning, I feel like I've
died and gone to hell. Fifty-five pages to go; the odds are
against me.
"T ranscription is initiated at the promoter (P) and is under
the control of a repressor protein and tryptophan."
Uh huh. It's sad, because even if I was to ace this course,
it still wouldn't get me into grad school. Even if I was to get
a signed letter of recommendation from God, Icouldn't get
into grad school. ... 1 need coffee.
"The second level of control over the amount of RNA
coding for the enzymes of the tryptophan pathway was dis-
covered when mutations appeared to be astringent. "
MIND YOUR MANNERS, TEXTBOOK. It's not polite to
call things "mutations," even if they are tryptophan
enzymes. Saw a great mutation movie last night, though.
"The Crawling Eye." It starred Forrest Tucker, from
"F-Troop", and he played a mountain climber who comes
across this village which is terrorized by these six-feet tall
crawling eyeballs. Tucker, and a professor, and the
professor's curvaceous daughter, climb up the mountain to
kill the eyeballs, but ... perhaps I digress. What was the last
paragraph?
"A number of homeotic mutations are known.
Oh, yeah.
"Antennapedia causes legs to develop in place of antennae;
ophthalmopetra causes wing tissue to replace eye tissue;
proboscipedia causes probiscus to develop."
Goddammit, it's 4:00 now. Who cares about opthalmo-
petra and proboscipedia at 4:00 in the morning? Is there
anyone out there, lying awake, worrying about deformed
grasshoppers? NO .... It's starting to get light out. I should
be somewhere else now. Wonder what would happen if I
was to knock on Janie's door and invite myself in. Wonder
To the Editor:
I recently had an experience I feel it is
my duty to bring to the attention of the
college community. Over Spring break I
had a moped accident in Bermuda and
injured my shoulder. The next day I was
briefly checked at the emergency room.
Unable to consult my personal physician
in New York, I went to see Dr.
McKeehan at the infirmary as soon as I
returned to college. I was in
considerable pain and my mobility was
severely restricted, but was told that it
was probably just a muscle bruise. He
recommended hot baths, aspirin, and
that I come back in a week if it wasn't
any better. A week later, the pain just
as great, I went back. My new
prescription was Darvon and exercises
to "loosen up" my shoulder; and the
inevitable "if it's not better, come back
in a week". Dutifully I did my exercises
which caused me even greater pain.
About this time, I encountered students
who had been misdiagnosed by Dr.
McKeehan, and friends urged me to see a
specialist. I finally did go to an
orthopedic surgeon who immediately
x-rayed my shoulder "just in case". He
informed me that my shoulder had been
broken for the past month. It was
healing fine, he told me, but 1 was very
lucky. My first reaction was relief that I
was all right, but upon further thought,
I became very upset. Dr. McKeehan is
responsible for the health and welfare of
the students here, which is a very great
responsibility indeed. Although there are
bound to be hypochondriacs in a college
community the size of Connecticut
College, our health director's immediate
reaction should not be to discount the
possibility of severe injury. Unless those
who have had similar experiences step
forward, the problem has the potential
to become tragic.
Sara Graves, '82
To the Editor:
I learned of Sara Graves' letter today
when Dr. McKeehan called me to
inquire about my findings when I
examined her on April 19, 1982. He was
unaware of her coming to my office
prior to reading her letter. I requested
his permission to write this response to
that letter.
what she'd do. She'd hit me on the head with a shovel; tha(s ;;
what she'd do. ~.
-~"The most spectacular homeotic transformations are ~
affected by mutations of the blthorax gene ... " s:
Anyway, Forrest Tucker gets into this big fight with the '"-ehead monster eyeball. He kills the eyeball, but the monster
kills the professor. That leaves Forrest Tucker clear to marry ~
the professor's daughter. WA Y TO GO, FORREST .... and
when Ma asks me why I flunked genetics, I'll say "Well,
Ma. . there was this movie called "The Crawling
Eyeball" ... Oh, good. Coming to a new chapter. "Early
Embryogenesis of the Mouse". Hope it lives up to its title.
"Following fertilization of the mouse egg, the zygote
undergoes a series of complete cleavage divisions. "
Even if I do pass this course and get into med school, who
would be one of my patients? "Operate?" he'll say. "Are you
kidding? I wouldn't let you shave my cat." To hell with med
school-I should become a clam digger off the coast of
Maine. Get up when I want, make my own hours, no al/-
nighters ... Ah, what a life. But that's neither here nor
there.
"The cells of the blastocyst are no longer totipotent."
That's good news for all you blastocysts out there. My
only hope is that the professor will be drunk when he's
reading my exam.
"The T-alles have been shown to interrupt embryonic
development. Neither genome involved in such a cross
contains the correct nucleotide pair at the site of point
mutation; therefore, restoration of a wild-type nucleotide
sequence by recombination is impossible."
Amen. 4:45. Hope it's a nice sunrise.
....
'Cco
N
-A.A.
The text was taken from Modem Genetics by Francisco
Ayala and John Kiger, Jr. (The Benjamin/Cummings
Publishing Company, Inc.)
-LETTERS-
I do feel saddened however, that in
my four years oi caring for Sara I did
not succeed in establishing enough
rapport with her that she would feel
comfortable discussing with me any
concerns she might have had regarding
her treatment at the Health Service. I
have never refused to arrange a
consultation for any student who
expressed a desire for this, and I always
urge a consultation when I feel that a
student has a problem which I do not
feel qualified to treat.
I was disturbed also by Sara's
reference to "students who had been
mis-diagnosed by Dr. McKeehan". This
might raise a specter of hoards of
mismanaged students, suggestive of
Senator McCarthy's communists in the
state department. I welcome constructive
criticism, and would hope that any
students who feel that they have
received sub-standard care at the Health
Service would discuss their concerns
with me. If they are reluctant to do this,
there is a suggestion box in the waiting
room of the Health Service (which has
not had one note this year) and the
Student Health Service Advisory
Committee, appointed by SGA, can be
contacted. This committee has as its
main function liaison between the
students and the Health Service, and
they have received no report of
unsatisfactory care. The committee
members are: Tracey Ahrens '82, Karyn
Barsa '83, Duff Dean '83, Christina
Hamrick '84, Ken Gotlieb '85.
Within the next week the Committee
will be distributing questionnaires
regarding the Health Service, which I
hope will be completed by all of the
students who have utilized our services
this year (and we average 12,000 patient
contacts per year). We welcome
feedback from our patients, and would
appreciate any comments or suggestions
you may have. We are anxious to
maintain quality medical care for the
College, and when we do not meet your
expectations, we want to know.
Miss Graves came to my office on
April 19 and complained of right
shoulder pain since falling from a moped
one month earlier. She could move her
shoulder quite well, and the only clinical
finding was slight tenderness about the
shoulder.
I told her that I doubted Iwould find
a facture on x-ray but I ordered the film
because of my own compulsive wish to
be certain. I was surprised to see a
healing fracture, and I told Miss Graves
of my surprise in view of the paucity of
findings on physical examination.
I am a Board certified orthopedic
surgeon and I specialize in diseases and
injuries to the musculoskeletal system. I
could not find fault with anyone who
would not have ordered an x-ray in the
absence of more clinical findings.
I have seen a number of Connecticut
College students with various injuries.
Dr. McKeehan has called me to discuss
many, of those students. He has taken
the initiative to make that contact on
many occasions so that he would be as
certain as posible that appropriate
treatment had been given to Connecticut
College students in my office as well as
in his. He is competent, concerned, and
willing to make the extra effort to be
sure that Connecticut College students,
his patients, have the proper continuity
of health care as they move through
various phases of their treatment.
Connecticut College is very fortunate
to have Dr. McKeehan.
J.P. Zeppieri, M.D.
To the Editor:
I greatly appreciated the courtesy you
extended me, of advising me about your
receipt of the letter by Sara Graves, to
give me the opportunity to respond to
her charges. The letter from Dr.
Zeppieri is, I believe, adequate defense
for my handling of her injuries. A
physician's effectiveness in treating his
patients can be severely co.npromised by
a lack of patient confidence, co I am
.particularly pleased to have a chance to
set the record straight.
Frederick R. McKeehan, M.D .
Director, Student Health Service
ARTSANDLEISURE--
A Well-Built Fire
QI' By Julia Stahlgrenv
'0 The Firebugs' director, Linda Herr,
;> included a quote from the playwright,
QI
00 Max Frisch, in her program note. Frisch
.:!i believed that an "artist's job is to hold
"0u an image of life to God and say. 'Here.
Q,j look at this. You made it. How good is
..c: in'" But Frisch has also created an
..... image for people to look at, as if to say.
"Where have you seen this before?"
Frisch's script is comic, yet creepy.
Gottlieb Biedermann and his wife,
Babette, are calmly, presumptuously
invaded by Sepp Schmitz and Willi
Eisenring, a couple of wandering
arsonists who set buildings ablaze for
"the pure joy of it." Sepp and Willi
move into the Biedermanns' attic, enjoy
the Biedermanns' food and drink, and
eagerly prepare to ignite the Biedermann
home. The firebugs move huge barrels
of gasoline into the attic, and when
Gottlieb sheepishly asks them what the
barrels contain, they reply very simply,
"Gasoline." Later, as Willi and Gottlieb
chat in the attic, Willi prepares the
detonator, wiring and capping and
screw-driving before Gottlieb's helpless
gaze. The disconcerting absurdity of the
situation snowballs 35 the play continues
until it is not funny any more. "The best
camouflage is the plain and simple
truth," claim the firebugs, "because
nobody believes it."
However, Sepp and Willi are not evil,
wicked characters. They seem rather like
small children who have not yet learned
that it is morally unacceptable and
wrong to break someone else's toy.
They are not violent TV criminals, but
unreachable studies outside of society's
conventions. Each time Gottlieb or
Babette prepare to banish Sepp and
Willi from the house. the firebugs'
appealing, unvillainous. somewhat
vulnerable, and very peculiar
personalities negate the Biedermanns'
intentions.
Meanwhile, Gottlieb's conscience is
plagued by the sudden heart-failure
death of an employee he has just fired.
He tells Babette to send flowers to the
widow Knechtling, but feels too guilty
to face the widow. When Mrs.
Knechtling comes to talk to Biedermann,
she is left sitting alone in the
livingroorn, dressed and veiled in black.
Biedermann avoids confronting her,
telling his maid, from the attic, he
cannot be bothered with death at
present.
Gottlieb tries to purge his guilty
feelings and convince himself that the
firebugs are harmless by professing
complete trust in Sepp and Willi. He .
tells the chorus of onlooking, fearful,
concerned firemen, who try to warn him
of the impending disaster, that people
cannot go through life mistrusting and
suspecting everyone. His words should
sound humanitarian, but they come out
sounding desperately stubborn and
scared.
In the final scene, Willi and Sepp use
Gottlieb's declared trust to secure some
matches from him. Rationally and
peacefully Biedermann is reminded that
if he does not believe Willi and Sepp are
firebugs he has nothing to fear in giving
them matches. He presents some
matches, and, of course, the firebugs
Continued on Page 5
An Exhibition of
Quality and Character
By Michael Schoenwald
The 1982 Student Art Exhibition in
Cummings Arts Center is a most appeal-
ing look at the state of the arts at
Connecticut College. Many students
become totally oblivious to the arts after
taking their required visual art course
but this exhibition shows the high
quality of the studio art department at
this school. It is an exhibition that
should not be missed for it challenges
the viewer intellectually as well as
aesthetically with the diversity of work
on display. For the most part the
different works are grouped according to
the classes in which they were made,
and there are many different levels of
artistic ability represented.
Upon entering the exhibit the viewer
is struck by a number of very colorful
paintings. Two works by Jackie
Charette, an RTC student, show
var iating tones of blue and green that
flow in a way most pleasing to the eye.
Nat Cohen's "Trout Stream Trilogy" is a
highly abstract work characterized by
many splotches, dabs and textures of
color. A portrait by Nancy McDonough
depicts an old woman weaving away the
final years of her life.
One the second level of the exhibition
a more panoramic grouping of works
are displayed. There are three very
intricately shaded pencil drawings of a
jug, high-heeled shoes and a cigarette
package by Judi Burger. Alec Madoff
presents a welded steel sculpture of a
large leafy plant growing through a
window. The blues and greens of the
plant present a very nice contrast to the
surrounding windowsill which has been
burnished with a grinder to give off a
silvery, black color.
The works on the second level also
show a high degree of imagination and
artistic handicraft. Kimberly Kubik
presents very creative graphic designs
for magazine covers, an art exhibition
and stationary for a landscape
architecture firm. Four collages of cut-
out colored paper shapes by Rachel
Jacobson represent the four seasons and
greatly resemble the work of the French
artist Henri Matisse. Rob Miceli has a
number of beautifully finished ceramic
pieces and small wooden boxes with
found objects placed inside.
A rather bizarre note to the Exhibition
is a piece by Debbie Proctor ~ntitled
"Tableau for 2 Floors." On the second
floor are two manikin figures, dressed in
black with seemingly no substance to
their bodies. On the first floor is a figure
sprawled on a wooden block, one hand
of which is connected by crepe paper to
the facade of the second level. Has this
figure literally "fallen out" of contact
with the figures on the upper floor, or is
it unable to achieve a co-existence with
them?
Faculty response is very positive to
the exhibition. "It is one of the best
student shows we have ever had," says
Maureen McCabe, "there is a lot of
energy-the works are not simply
answers to problems presented in a
course. They show a great deal of
individual attention." Barclay Hendricks
agrees that the exhibition is very good
and is one that Connecticut College
should be proud of: "I think we are
competing very well with our peer
institutions in this geographical area. I
think the exhibition gives a very good
foundation in terms of its diversity for
other people to build on." David
Smalley, who has taught at Connecticut
College for seventeen years, believes
that the exhibition is "probably the
strongest we have had in the last seven
years. The level of craftsmanship has
improved in all the media so there is a
kind of well-made quality to the show."
Beautiful works of art, however, do
not live on paper. That is why the
beauty of the 1982 Student Art
Exhibition exists only in the eye of the
beholder.
The Penny Ante Theater. from left to right: Robert Richter, Deborah Moignard, and
Christian Fascione.
Penny Ante:
Not Just Another Theater
By Michael Schoenwald
"Bo Rabbit Smart for True," "Winnie
the Pooh," "Mother Hubbard," and
'The Tale of Meskah the Kvetch" may
not sound like your average run-of-the-
mill theater productions, but neither is
the Penny Ante Theater your average
run-of-the-mill theater. The Penny Ante
Theater is a children's theater made up
of young people constumed in pants and
striped shirts performing improvised
fables and folktales in front of a simple
red and blue curtain. Its name is appro-
priate for what it stands for: theater that
can reach a very wide audience with the
least possible expense.
The Penny Ante Theater consists of
three actors-Rob Richter, Chris
Fascione and Deborah Moignard-and
director Nancy Kerr. Richter and
Fascione are senior theater majors at
Connecticut College and Moignard is
Associate Director of the National
Theater Institute at the Eugene Memorial
Theater Center. Kerr is a 1978 theater
graduate from Connecticut College and
has directed productions for the Crede
Repertory Theater, The Young People's
Theater and Connecticut College.
Penny Ante began its existence in
1978, based at Connecticut College. The
performers found, however, that they
were receiving more bookings than they
could handle for a college organization
and decided to declare themselves a
professional, non-profit organization.
They now rehearse at the Unitarian
Church in New London. The Church
provides rehearsal space in return for
one benefit performance by the Theater
a year, with proceeds going to the
Church itself. Penny Ante receives its
funding largely through private
donations.
A usual performance schedule for
Penny Ante consists of about three to
four appearances a week. The group
performs in elementary schools and
libraries in Massachusetts, Rhode Island
and Connecticut, and also does work-
shops for adults and children. Penny
Ante has recently been accepted in
Connecticut Tours, the state's official
arts touring program sponsored by the
New England Foundation for the Arts.
Last weekend Penny Ante taped a TV
show called "Ring Around the World"
which will be broadcast on the NBC
affiliate in Hartford (Ch. 30) May 2
and 8.
It is not a desire for fame that brings
the actors in Penny Ante together.
Rather, it is their pure love for children
and performing for them that spurs
them on. "I have worked with
community groups before," says
Deborah Moignard, "and I wanted to do
something different for one semester and
children's theater was definitely that
something."
For Rob Richter, who was part of
Penny Ante last year, the commitment
came "because I enjoy the exposure and
I like performing for kids." Chris
Fascione loves "seeing children laugh,
feeling like a kid myself. having fun and
using my imagination."
Perhaps the best analysis of Penny
Ante comes from Linda Alexander,
Children's Librarian at the Groton
Public Library in Groton, Connecticut.
She writes: "The Penny Ante Theater is
a joyful romp with live theater. This
energetic ensemble presents children's
literature in an imaginative and colorful
style."
Close But No Cigar
Love, opportunities missed and not
taken is the subject examined in Close
But No Cigar. The show (in the words
of director Stuart Adelberg-"a
theatrical collage), is a wry look at love
and romance.
The show is a collaboration between
Adelberg. as an independent study in
directing, and Diedre McGill, as an
independent study in acting. Assistant
professor of Theater, Jim Lee is acting as
advisor.
Close But No Cigar is a mixture of
music, poetry, and sketches. Two short
plays are included in the evening,
Hopscotch by Israel Horovitz, and
Adelberg's translation of Jean Cocteau's
La Bel Indifferent. Also included is
Adelberg's adaptation of an F. Scott
Fitzgerald short story, "Three Hours
Between Planes." Miss McGill is in all
the pieces. Also in the cast are Peter
DiMuro, Michael Sheridan, and Nancy
Siller. Loretta Scheer is the stage
manager.
Close But No Cigar will be presented
Wednesday and Thursday, May 12 and
13 at 8 p.m. in the Crozier-Williams
East Dance Studio.
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relationships with the other characters. "t-
but was tied on to her voice and n'
gestures. ...ro
The chorus of nine firemen, lead by ~
Chris Gifford and Susan Kemp were '"
well staged. A comic takeoff of a Greek '<
chorus, they were swamped in black ..."
Firecoats, huge rubber boots. and big, to--J.
hard fire hats. Still, their movement ~
remained comfortable where it might
have become sloppy. They delivered
their simultaneous lines without tension
or awkwardness or self-consciousness
and added both funny and sharply
accurate commentary to. the action. I
think more could have been done to
change the dynamics of their voices and
movement, but their performance was
clean and effective.
The Firebugs set partnered these
performances with a dignity that I have
not seen in a stage set for a long time.
Designed by Jim Lee, it was suggestive
rather than realistic, and established a
sense of grandeur and wealth without
cluttering the stage. The space was both
stark and elegant in black and white
with a backdrop fired with red lighting.
In the fire finale, white angular boards
of the attic roof slowly collapsed in the
smoke and noise, evoking a mood of
disaster and waste.
The production of The Firebugs was
well-crafted. It was exciting to see a
large constructed set on Palmer stage.
The style of theater was unusual and
fashioned tightly by the director and
actors. Frisch's play is important and
insightful. The whole production was a
well-built fire which was productive
rather than destructive.
Continued from Page 4
burn down his house.
As I watched, I was aghast at
Biedermann's behavior. How could he
so stubbornly ignore what was
happening under his nose, simply
because he did not want to cope with it?
Then I had to ask myself how many
times I have looked directly at, then
deliberately away from a problem or
difficult situation because it is so easy to
let it be. It is like getting into a pool of
very cold water, Pushing yourself to
take the plunge is the hardest part. Once
in, the chill only lasts a moment, but
from outside it almost doesn't seem
worth it, no matter how badly you want
to swim.
We all tend to take on this attitude in
many aspects of our lives. In personal
relationships, to world politics, the
human mind is capable of saving us the
scary effort of involvement or change by
denying, ignoring, or adapting. "So
soon we become accustomed to bad
smells." observes the chorus after trying
to warn Biedermann. Human noses do
become quickly accustomed to
unpleasant smells. Have you ever
noticed how a room you have been
sitting in for an hour smells of ammonia
or smelly socks only after you leave it
and come back? Have you ever caught
yourself pretending not to see someone
you don't want to talk to? Notice how
quickly hot news issues lose their
significance, urgency, or even horror.
Frisch apparently intended The
Firebugs as a statement on the
Holocaust. Exactly how much the
Germans knew of what went on in the
Jewish concentration camps is a
A Well Built Fire
debatable question, However, plenty of
people knew and ignored enough to
allow the persecution, torture, and
murder to go on for too long. I do not
think the worth of Frisch's play relies on
the audience's associating it with the
Holocaust. The Holocaust is a specific
context, an isolated event. The
behavioral aspect which Frisch highlights
is applicable to many different circum-
stances of social life, and the accuracy
of Frisch's view of it makes that
application flexible.
The campus production of The
Firebugs raced by almost effortlessly,
just as a fire burns, leaving smoking,
smoldering remains and a discomforting
sense of loss in the air. For the most
part the actors' portrayals were smooth
and unforced. The set was imposing and
handsome but not ostentatious,
I am sure that The Firebugs'
characters were difficult to portray for
they are a careful combination of the
absurd and the realistic. As Gottlieb
Biedermann, Rick Zieff created a weak,
foolish man who was pathetic in his
eagerness to believe he was in control.
Everything from Zieff's eyes to his
posture and laugh betrayed Biedermann's
struggle to disbelieve all that was
obvious.
Julie Osborn gave a strong,
unpredictable performance of Babette,
As a somewhat nagging, forceful, yet
worrying wife, Babette could easily be
dragged into a stereotypical rut by an
unwary actress, But Osborn's comic
timing was strong and syncopated and
subtle rather than pushy. Osborn
carefully watched the firebugs. really
listened to Gottlieb, and spoke levelly to
the audience.
Peter Mendelsohn, who played Sepp
Schmitz, has a natural, vulnerable stage
presence which fed the firebug character
well. As Sepp, Mendelsohn was
oblivious, determined, and innocently
unrefined without working at it.
Mendelsohn has an unusual flow of
energy which makes him seem at ease
and at home on stage, but he needs to
trust himself more. In Sepp's opening
scene, he mimics his old wrestling
coach, a nasal, pushy guy who talks out
of the side of his mouth. Mendelsohn's
ape of the coach was vivid and funny,
but he cut it off too quickly as if self-
conscious.
Matthew Martin was a new face on
the Connecticut College stage. His
portrayal of Willi Eisenring was careful,
precise, and clean though timid and
awkward at times. Willi is savvy and
polished and has more etiquette than his
cruder partner, and Martin needed to
relax into that more. However, Martin's
work was attentive and sensitive and his
tall, thin figure made a wonderful pair
to Mendelsohn's short, solid form.
Anna, the Biedermann's maid servant,
provided repeated charges of chaos to
the whole situation, which Gottlieb tried
so hard to keep low key. Played by
Martha Chowning, Anna stomped and
whined on and off the stage, always
confused and frustrated. Although
Chowning's energy level was good, I felt
she forced her character's expressions
and reactions. I did not sense that
Anna's irritation was grounded and
charged from inside, or from her
Holocaust Symposium
Continued from Page 2
Dam Reitman of Preston, Connecticut, a
graduate of Conn College and working
on a doctorate in Slavic Literature at
Brown University,
"I have searched my soul to be able to
tell my story in the most simple and
kind way:' Ms. Reitman, who was
thirteen in 1939 when Germany invaded
Poland, said.
She gave her recollections of the
piecemeal destruction of her home town,
Voloshym, Poland. It was a culturally
thriving place, where life went beyond
struggling for a living. She witnessed the
gradual erosion of freedom as Polish
government limitations hindered the
artisans and curtailed education,
especially for the Jews. Among many
humiliations, the Yeshiva (a type of
Jewish university) was turned into a
public restaurant.
Jewish community leaders rallied to
create a semblance of normality and
when Voloshym was invaded in 1941
there were "appeals to resist and not be
led like sheep to slaughter," Ms.
Reitman said.
On May 10th, 1942, tables, chairs and
liquor were placed in the street-
surrounded by machine guns. Cries and
screams from the buildings were
answered with bullets. "1 survived by a
stroke of luck," Ms. Reitman said,
because she was in summer camp and
was sent to Russia. Her family was
killed.
When she returned to Voloshym in
1945, she was in rags, and she
remembers: "there was no one in the
world I could call my kin." Although a
family seamstress and a friend of her
mother's remained, they were overcome
with fear, possessiveness and self-defense
and her hometown was not very
welcoming after the war.
Professor Harold luli, acting chairman
of the Anthropology department.
Both parents of Professor juli were
Polish Jews who survived the experience
in concentration camps. He has noticed
in them and himself. many physical and
behavioral effects of the Holocaust.
His mother was deported to
Auschwitz in 1943 and survived,
Professor ]uJi said, because she was
trained to make ammunition. She had
tuberculosis.
His father was sent to Daka in 1943,
where "he probably lived because of
good luck," he said. His father lost his
teeth.
Professor [uli believes many things
could be attributed to the Holocaust
ordeal: speech defects, tics, and nervous
disorders. It is also possible, he said,
that male survivors are dying first, of
heart attacks and strokes, because of
extreme stress. As a child Mr. [uli recalls
that he was overfed and over protected
because of his parents' fears.
In view of his parents and their fellow
survivors, he has noticed a clique. They
resent American Jews who had not
suffered in the European Holocaust and
they ask "Why didn't they do something
to stop it?" and "Why do they look
down on their European cousins?"
A renewed sense of life was what his
parents felt after World War II. They
felt they had nothing to lose and so
became very concerned with material
possessions.
In contrast to other families of the
Holocaust, Professor Iuli's parents were
never ashamed of their ordeal. They
told him and his brother detailed
accounts, feeling that accuracy and
honesty were important for the survival
of the Jewish experience in their family.
It is a recurrent attitude among
families of the Holocaust, said Professor
Iuli. to question God. His parents too
were less observant religiously because
they wondered if God had abandoned
them during the war.
There are obvious negative attitudes,
not only towards God, but towards
Germans and other Europeans, as well
as towards Arabs in Israel. On the other
hand anti-Semitism is too, still a danger
and ;omething very deep rooted.
Bernard Farr, professor of Religious
Studies, Westminster College, Oxford,
England, and visiting scholar in
residence, Mr. Farr discussed the
Holocaust from the perspective of the
religious understanding of radical evil.
Professor Farr presented a question of
faith-"Where was God at Auschwitz?"
He related the presence of God as told
in the Bible and the question of God's
absence in the war. The burning bush
was not consumed because God was
present, but in the Holocaust "there was
a consuming fire and the people were
consumed," he said.
The loss and weakening of religious
belief and practice-this root, he said,
gives the victory to Auschwitz. "If one
ceases to believe in a God of love ...
then one is left with Auschwitz alone as
the final truth. I found that a haunting
and desperate outlook."
The significance of remembering is
that now mankind is at its worst. By
looking at what has happened, Professor
Farr said, "we look into our own
hearts." From the Brothers Karamazov
he quoted, "there is a beast in the heart
of man" which is hard to admit but we
must "keep the beast at bay." Evil has
become so technological that it has
escaped personal responsibility. We
must bring reality back and place the
responsibility in ourselves to serve
humankind for the future.
OCEAN PIZZA
PALACE
88 Ocean Ave.
Featuring:
American, Italian and Greek Cuisine
Mousaka - Souvlaki Dinner - Eggplant Parmesan
All Kinds of Pizzas and Subs
EVERY 4 PIZZAS WE GIVE 1 FREE
- Serving Beer and Wine -
DELIVERY TO CONN COLLEGE $10 MrNIMUM ORDER
WARNING:
Deadline for this year's
final issue of
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is Sunday,
May 9, at noon
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By Amy Blackburn and Liz Greene
On April 18th, the Conn women's
crew team took on an eager Brown crew
team. The Brown women came to Conn
hungry for revenge after losing to Co!'"
in three extremely close races last spnng.
It was a warm sunny day and the Conn
women were just as determined to
continue their record as the Brown
women were to stop it.
Conn's j.V. started off the day with a
close race and a big win. At the start,
Conn immediately pulled ahead by
about a boat length but Brown held on
and didn't give up much more water.
Their sprint in the last 500 meters was
strong as they closed the gap to only
half a boat length, but the Conn
oarswomen weren't about to lose this
one. Both teams hammered through the
choppy Thames with Conn crossing the
line two seconds ahead of Brown. "A
win is a win. The two seconds might as
well have been twenty," said Coach
Claus Wolter after the race.
The rest of the Conn women didn't
fare quite so well; both novice boats an
the varsity boat were topped by Brown
in three close races. In this sport, as in
any sport, winning feels great but if you
can come back after a loss and smile
and say you had a good race and rowed
well, that's not losing.
The nice weather and the good turn-
out of parents and friends to watch
helped make the day. Another thing that
helped make the day was the beer and
food provided by the Conn team. The
Brown women seemed surprised when
they were invited to share the beer. One
of them said with some bewilderment,
"For us? Interesting concept." (This
reporter neglected to get the name of
that disciple of Plato. "They did better
on their SAT's. they have to talk like
that" said Karen Landy.)
Saturday, April 24th, the entire Camel
crew team traveled to Middletown to
race Trinity and Wesleyan. Neither
Trinity nor Wesleyan had Novice B
boats so the Novice B's from Conn
raced with the Novice A boats from all
three schools. Conn's A's racked in
another win, defeating both Trinity and
Wesleyan and the Conn B's flew past
Trinity's A boat just missing Wesleyan.
Trinity had been undefeated before this
meeting with Conn.
The next race was a close one between
the novice men's lightweight eights from
Trinity, Wesleyan, and Conn. Conn'~
lightweight freshmen are very fast ~hIs
year and they've been downing their
competition consistently every weekend,
however Trinity got the best of them
this weekend, with Wesleyan coming in
third. The varsity men's eight from the
three schools battled the swift current
for quite a while before the officials
could start the race. Conn ran into some
problems with crowding Wesleyan's
lane. Both Conn and Wesleyan lost
some strokes in the confusion, but they
got it back together and co~tinued ?own
the course with Conn crossing the line
before the other two crews. Wesleyan,
however, protested the win and Conn
was disqualified.
In the next race Conn's]. V. women
raced Wesleyan's varsity because neither
Wesleyan nor Trinity had a j.V. boat.
Nevertheless the Conn oarswomen took
Wesleyan in a decisive 18 second ,:in.
Conn's varsity women followed With a
win of their own over Trinity. It was a
very close race. Trinity gave Conn a
scare at the end as they gained some
water but Conn held them off crossing
the finish line with a boat length and no
more strength to spare.
The freshmen men's heavyweight four
raced the last race of the day.
Unfortunately the Conn oarsmen ran
into a little trouble and were edged out
by their competitor as was Conn's
Varsity Four. The Conn women were
happy with their sweep on the day and
good races were had by all the Conn
boats.
On May 1st the Conn crews headed
to Worcester at the crack of dawn to
race in the New England open at Lake
Quinsigamond. The women's varsity
eight had their qualifying heat first and
had to come in the top two to qualify
for the grand finals in the afternoon.
The Camel oarswomen easily won the
heat with WPI coming in second,
therefore they would join Conn in
proceeding to the finals. The women's
varsity eight this weekend, comprised
seniors: Gigi Lane, Carolyn
Leavenworth: juniors: Anne Balsamo,
Liz Greene and Lynn Herrick; and
sophomores: Amy Blackburn, Anita
Erwin and coxswain Robin Patch. At
3:30 the grand final of the women's
varsity eight proved to be a little
disappointing for Conn. The champions
of last year had to hand the silver cup
over to Smith as they pulled a second
beating UNH, UMass, WPI, and
ULowell.
The men's varsity eight blew away
every other crew in their qualifying heat
and were anticipating more competition
in the final. Their final was the last race
of the day and the Conn men led the
way most of the course, fighting off the
tough Coast Guard crew. The finish was
extremely close with CGA beating Conn
by a mere .2 seconds. Sophomore cox
Charlie Griffiths felt it was a good hard
race. he coxed the varsity crew of
seniors: Dan Iudsen. Sam Bradford, and
Iorgen Wetterings; junior: Joe Cooper;
and sophomores: Paul Garcia, Bob
Hannon, john Rice and Shaw Smith.
The men look forward to competing in
the Dad Vail next weekend and will
undoubtedly come back with medals,
The men's varsity lightweight four also
pulled second, but their competition
proved to be the University of New
Hampshire. Occupying the five seats of
this boat are seniors: Andy Porter and
Kirk Dogget; and sophomores: john
Schubert and john Crandall with cox
Lisa Jackson.
The junior Varsity eight pulled the
same results that they pulled last year, a
strong clean second. Beating them to ~he
finish line was a Smith crew once again.
The [V's left ULowell and UNH a good
distance behind and on the whole felt
that they had a good race. The junior
Varsity boat for this race con.slsted of
seniors: Alison Rogers, Debbie Salomon;
junior: Gretchen Anderegg; and
sophomores: Heather Hewson, Kathy
Herzog, Karen Landy, Kathy Lynnes:
and freshman Fran Trafton with cox
Meredith Kamm. The women's team
looks forward to racing in the Eastern
Division I championships two weeks
from now at Lake Waramaug. Best of
luck all crews!
Th W ' tor of the Connecticut College Sailing Team participated in thee omen s sec 'B Th Hni h d 7thWomen's New England Championships on the Charles In aston. ey rus e
of 15 schools,
Fieldhouse: Luce Speaks
By Peter Foley
Athletic director Charles Luce recently
held two open meetings designed to
inform Conn students about the
proposed athletic Fieldhouse and to .
gather student input. The two meetings
were sparsely attended and those present
tended to be college athletes. This is
unfortunate since these meetings were
initiated by Mr. Luce to gather feedback
about a proposed fieldhouse which IS .
being designed for recreation and m.ultt-
purpose use, not just for intercollegI~te
athletics. Luce hopes that students WIll
offer him suggestions and comments
about the fieldhouse plans which should
soon be posted somewhere on campus.
The history of the proposal for a new
sports complex dates back to May 1979,
when the physical education department
studied their future and what it should
include. Their conclusion was that more
athletic space was desperately needed.
Over the seven years that Luce has been
athletic director at Conn, tremendous
growth has occurred in all areas of the
phys. ed. program: intercollegiate teams,
clubs, community programs, course
enrollments, intra murals, and
recreational needs. One result is that
Cro Gym has no free, unscheduled
time.
Luce continued to study the state of
Conn's athletics while on sabbatical in
the spring of 1981. He compared
Connecticut College to 40 other Conn-
like schools, and found one overwhelm-
ing statistic; while Conn has 26.8 square
feet of athletic space per student these
other schools range from 54 to 116
square feet per student. Obviousl,Y. Conn
wasn't keeping up with the Jones m
athletic space.
Knowing that the College was about
to announce the 5-year development
campaign, Luce and his staff hustled to
get the idea for a new Fieldhouse
included. The campaign announcement
was held up while the trustees and
others involved in the decision decided
to include the fieldhouse in the
campaign. Meanwhile Conn's athletic
staff and some students presented their
ideas of what the fieldhouse should
include to architects, and the
preliminary plans were drawn.
The architect was the same one who
designed the Dayton Arena, and was
chosen because "We have a good
rapport with him"'. His plans for the
fieldhouse look much like the arena. But
where the arena has t\NO "bays", the
fieldhouse, as first proposed, would
have five. The fieldhouse will be 130
feet by 300 feet and would include a
tenth of a mile track, four multi-purpose
courts, a gymnastics area, two squash
courts, and an exhibition court for
basketball and volleyball. This area
would have seating for 1,200 laid across
two of the multi-purpose courts.
Hanging nets would separate the courts
from each other and the track. The
fieldhouse would be placed to the south
of Dayton Arena and would be
connected to it by a building known as
the link. The entrance to both the arena
and the fieldhouse would be through the
two-story link. The link would also
house all the phys. ed. offices, locker-
rooms, a training room, equipment .
room, weight room, and a sauna. ThIS
would enable the phys. ed. department
to move out of Cro which is after all,
supposed to be our student center.
However, as Luce has received sta~f
and student feedback on the plans, his
ideas have evolved. Now it appears that
squash courts are more popular than
originally thought, and at least six will
be needed. Luce is now looking at plans
from other architects including those
who designed Harvard's new athletic
facilities, domes such as Syracuse's
Carrier Dome, and the Butler-type,
metal fieldhouses.
Luce's aim is to get the best, most
multi-purpose recreationally oriented
Fieldhouse available-for the money. A
more standard-sized eighth of a mile
track, a new gymnastics floor, and more
squash courts are needed but Luce adds:
"It all comes down to the Yankee
dollar." About $4.3 million would
complete the present plans, with grou~d-
breaking a 'possibility after $2 million IS
received. Luce said, "I dreamed of
breaking ground this spring, but now
I'm dreaming of next September, if it's
not broken then, I'll be thinking about
january." He feels the building would be
ready for use one year after signing the
contract, but for now he would be
happy with more student input.
-
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problem" of the next decade places extra 3:
importance on developing better athletic tal
facilities. "We have some catching up to '<
do:' said Mr. Swanson of the sports .:'1
program at the College. ~
In addition. student opinion plays an ~
extremely significant role in shaping the
future of sports at Connecticut. Mr.
Luce and his staff pay close attention to
student action on campus, and attempt
to shape plans for the future
accordingly.
"I just keep my antenna up," said Mr.
Luce. who can often be seen chatting
with students in Crozier-Williams or at a
sporting event. The student advisory
board is important in communicating to
the athletic department and the adminis-
tration what students want. Further-
more, Mr. Luce stays in constant
contact with members of student
government who act as signals for
general trends on campus.
For the most part athletics have
grown over the past 10 or 15 years as a
result of student initiative, especially
men's athletics. The lacrosse team is a
good example. Not long ago men's
lacrosse was no more than a club sport;
but because students demonstrated
consistent interest in the sport, it became
a varsity sport. "If we have the facilities
and there is interest, then it's possible. If
not, then we can't," explained Mr. Luce.
Mr. Luce remains very committed to
intramural and recreational sports. In
fact, he appears to be concerned with
the attitude on campus that inter-
collegiate sports are "pushing out"
intramurals and making recreational
activity impossible. Responding to the
possibility that Connecticut is becoming
a "lock school." Mt. Luce says that "we
don't let our sports get carried away."
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The Future of Sports at Conn College
By Stephen Trowbridge
"You play football, don't you?" asked
a girl of her tall, broad-shouldered
companion. "But there's no football
team here," she continued as they
strolled out of Cummings Arts Center
from a gathering for prospective fresh-
men at Connecticut College.
When deciding whether or not to
attend Connecticut College, each student
has his or her own criteria for making a
decision. Some may choose on the basis
of one athletic team, or the absence of
one. Still others will be attracted to
Connecticut's fine academic reputation.
The overwhelming weakness,
however, according to Jeanette Hersey,
Dean of Admissions is the sports
program. This conclusion is the result of
consistent data received from surveying
the student body and those who have
been accepted to Connecticut but
decided to attend other schools.
Given this problem, two important
questions arise: First, what is the plan
for the future of sports at Connecticut
College? Second, how is this plan
determined?
In the past several years it has become
more and more apparent that the sports
program at Connecticut desperately
needs improvement. Therefore, in
keeping with President Oakes Ames'
plan of offering more sports
opportunities for the future, the
Committee on Connecticut's Future
(CCF) has recommended that the
College concentrate its efforts on
building up sports.
"The real problem is that we need
more space for those who are not
inclined to compete at the intercollegiate
level," said Wayne Swanson, professor
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of government and a member of CCF.
According to Mr. Swanson the impli-
cation of the CCF"s report is to build an
indoor athletic center, though the
committee did not make a specific
reference to the proposed field house.
"We need to develop more playing fields
and an athletic center to improve the
recreational facilities, advised Mr.
Swanson.
An indoor athletic center, namely "the
field house" will provide a great boost
to the entire sports program. In
particular. the field house will enable all
students to pursue individual interests at
the recreational, intramural, and inter-
collegiate levels.
Although Connecticut's sports
program is not the College's strongest
asset, it has grown rapidly since the
advent of co-education in 1969. "We've
come so far, so fast that it scares me,"
said Mr. Luce who became director of
athletics and the men's basketball coach
in 1974.
The sports program as a whole,
however, cannot be judged by the rela-
tive success or failure of its athletic
teams. Implicit in the philosophy of a
liberal arts institution, and particularly
Connecticut College, is the belief that
every student should be well-rounded.
"We need opportunities for every
student, not just the talented athlete,"
explained Mr. Ames, who carefully
stressed the importance of intramural
and recreational sports.
In discussing the sports program at
Connecticut, Mr. Luce points out that
the College's goal is to have a broad-
based program. "There are four basic
arms of the program which are
operating simultaneously," said Mr.
Luce. adding "these are the athletic
- -~
Boston: Not Just A Race
By Rob Ingram
Okay, I knew all the top racing teams
would be there-New Balance, Athletics
West, Greater Boston, Nike, Converse,
Allegheny, Puma, Athletic Attic,
Adidas, B.A.A., and so on. But when I
saw the famous red Mr. G's New
London, 0..t-shirt fly by Cleveland
Circle, I knew the 1982 Boston
Marathon had the very best.
The day had begun at 9,30 a.m. when
I hopped in the car with Peter "The
Gimp" Foley and cruised up to
Beantown. "Tsk. tsk, a great day for
drinking beers, but a bit too hot to be
running 26.2 miles, don't you think?"
Indeed, the temperature was in the 60's
and the sun was beating down. Flash-
backs kept coming to this reporter who
In the '80 marathon bit the dust on
Heartbreak Hill with a 1050 fever. Upon
arnving in Wellesley however, the mood
Was one of excitement as we watched
the start on TV and ate some
sandwiches.
The overwhelming favorites this year
were Alberto Salazaar and Grete Waitz.
Grete had broken the world record in
each of her first three marathons before
succumbing to painful shin splints this
fall in New York and losing her record
to Allison Roe. Alberto had run only
two marathons in his career. The first in
New York in a record for a first time
marathoner, and the second in New
York again, where he broke the ll-year-
old world record. He had just run a
27,30 10k two weeks earlier and he
knew the Boston course like the back of
his hand because of his many years with
the Greater Boston Track Club and
Wayland, Massachusetts High School.
As for the others, Dick Beardsley had
a 2,09 under his belt, John Lodwick
Continued on Page 10
program, intra murals, physical
education, and club sports." All of
these, Mr. Luce claims, have been
relatively successful over the years.
A fifth area in the program which has
received little attention is recreational
sports. 'We have zero," reports Mr.
Luce, who recently compiled a detailed
study comparing sports at Connecticut
College with 40 other small colleges in
New England. Building a field house will
help solve this problem.
The number of applicants will
decrease 40 percent in the next ten years
for colleges nationwide, therefore
competition for fine quality students will
increase greatly. "This is a time to shore
up anything that is weak at the
College," told Mrs. Hersey. who
emphasized that "it is important that
people perceive our programs to be
strong."
"Athletic facilities are a visible and
influential part of a college's ability to
attract admissions applicants. When
compared to other New England colleges
of our type, Connecticut's athletic
facilities put us at a distinct
disadvantage," wrote Charles Luce in his
report on the future of sports at the
College.
Connecticut College is competing with
many other schools for good students.
In order to appear stronger than colleges
of its type. "Connecticut must offer a
well-rounded program non-academically
as well as academically," according to
President Ames.
"Compared to the competition," said
Mr. Ames, "we're closer in academics
than in extracurricular activities,
particularly sports." This fact coupled
with the upcoming "demographic
Conn. Track Surprises
By Peter Foley
The Conn College track program
might not be officially intercollegiate but
someone should tell its team members
and their competitors that on Saturday,
April 24th at the Tri-States Champion-
ships at Bryant College, Conn surprised
everyone. Led by freshman Dave
Bowers the team accumulated 42 points
to take sixth place. True, Conn was well
back of Bryant, who won the meet with
123 points, but having brought only five
athletes Conn averaged over 8 points
per man. (10 for first, 8 for second and
so on). To show how amazing Conn's
performance was, had Bryant, with close
to 50 athletes done this they would have
scored over 400 points.
Bowers and Hap Waters started the
day off at the long jump pit. The
facility's terribly hard, uneven runway
and inadequate take-off board seemed to
hamper everyone, most especially
Waters, who with the fastest run-up and
highest leaps in the field, couldn't get
good traction. As a result he failed to
make the finals with a 5.22 meter jump.
But Bowers led the field and was first
among the top seven jumpers to make
the finals and get three more jumps.
Improving with each jump, Bowers led
until the last set of jumps. when Flynn
of R.I.C leaped 5.92 meters. only two
centimeters ahead of Bowers. The drama
built as Bowers, the last jumper of the
competition, loosened up. He took his
unorthodox run-up and popped a 5.94
meter jump, good for first by only two
centimeters. Later in the day, Bowers set
the school record and took second place
in the triple jump with a hop, step. and
jump of 12.51 meters. He led Conn's
point getters with 18 points.
The distance running duo of Paul
Nerz and Dave Litoff dominated the 10
kilometer race held in the middle of the
day-long meet. The pair intent on
qualifying for the Div. III nationals,
took off from the field at the gun and
proceeded to lap everyone in this 25 lap
event. Their margin of victory was so
ridiculous that at one point, as they
lapped another runner while going by
the lap counter I the pair were told "Four
laps to go" and their slower "Eight laps
to go". Litoff and Nerz circled the track
at very close to five minutes-a-mile pace
the first three miles. But the sun and
heat took their toll over the last three
miles to slow them down to a 32:13 tie
for first, a new facility, and school
record, but too slow for the nationals.
They did however, qualify for the New
Englands.
Litoff and Nerz zipped around the
track for over half an hour and left the
crowd saying. "I didn't know Conn had
a track team." Freshman javelin thrower
Tim Richards was in the infield proving
Conn does. He wound back and hurled
the javelin 51.88 meters, about 170'3·'.
That was good enough for third place
behind some over-college-aged and more
experienced competitors. Richards is an
athlete to watch, being only a freshman,
having only one high school outdoor
track season behind him, and having
only practiced four times this spring.
Since the javelin is an enemy which
requires great technique and refinement,
Richards should produce even longer
throws as the season progresses.
In other action earlier this spring
Bowers long jumped 20'0·· to take third
and set a school record at the Bowdoin
Invitational. Paul Nerz ran a 32,15 10k
race at the Boston College Relays as a
preview to his Tri-States win, and
Jocelyn Taylor ran a 64.0400 meter
despite having hamstring trouble at the
B.C Relays.
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"0 By Lee Ann Christiano>
QI "The Last Epidemic", a film examining
: the medical consequences of nuclear war
~ was shown in Bill Hall as part of the
U Arms Race film series. The April 22
., film, sponsored by Earth Day Commit-
¢: tee, Botany Department, Program in
Human Ecology, Chapel Board, and
Conn. Pirg, depicted what a nuclear war
would actually be like.
The film was made using excerpts
from highlights of the 1980 conferences
of Physicians for Social Responsibility,
and was shown to the u.s. House of
Representatives as part of their nuclear
war teach-in. The destruction of the
ozone layer, probably ecological
consequences, and the improbability of
a civil defense were aspects of nuclear
war examined in the film.
A large segment of the film was Dr.
Jack Geiger's depiction of the likely
consequences of the explosion of the one
megaton nuclear bomb on San Francisco,
and the effects the attack would have at
different radii from where the bomb is
dropped.
Quantity and quality of response to
an attack were questions discussed in the
film. Since most hospitals are located in
central urban areas, many doctors and
nurses would be killed, and medical
supplies would be lost. Other post-
attack problems include the loss of
means of transportation, depletion of
uncontaminated supplies, loss of
electricity, the lack of an organized
system of outside help, and epidemic
disease caused by hundreds of thousands
of decomposing corpses. The doctor
concluded by saying that with such a
nuclear attack, "the survivors will envy
the dead," and he expressed hi.s belief
that any -physictan partakmg in medical
emergency planning for nuclear attack
"would be committing an unethical act".
There are a little over 50,000 nuclear
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weapons in the world today, resulting in
the nuclearization of conventional armed
forces. One physician at the conference
stated that "it would be ridiculous to
increase nuclear arms", citing that the
U.S. alone has thirty-one poseidon
submarines, and it would take only two
of these nuclear subs to destroy the
entire Soviet Union.
'We cannot afford to repeat our
past," declared one physician, in
reference to the bombing of Hiroshima
in 1945. Shots of severely maimed
Hiroshima victims were shown, victims
of nuclear war's blast, thermal, and
radiation effects. The film ended with an
interview with a survivor of the
Hiroshima bombing.
Following the film, Dr. David
McMahon, a psychiatrist from Norwich
Hospital answered questions concerning
the film. He said that the 12 kiloton
bomb dropped on Hiroshima was "a
firecracker" in comparison to the
hypothetical megaton nuclear bomb
which is about 400 times as powerful.
"Out of sight, out of mind" was Dr.
McMahon's response to a question
regarding the reason for the general lack
of awareness of the nuclear arms
problem in the seventies, and he
explained that most nuclear weapons'
testing was secretly conducted.
Dr. McMahon said that nuclear arms
could be dismantled and stored, but the
real problem is whether the government
has the willingness to do so. He added
that if we don't control the arms race,
annihilation within the next ten to
twenty years is highly probable. In
conclusion, he stated that a freeze
should soon be negotiated between the
u.s. and the U.S.s.R. before the
character of the arms race changes,
making a nuclear arms freeze
impossible.
Campus Forum:
By Paul A. Cyr
As we near the end of another
academic year-my first at Connecticut
College-I would like to take you away
from your studies for a few minutes.
Everyone knows that women outnumber
men here by almost 2 to 1. I have heard
negative feelings voiced by several
females about the quantity as well as
quality of men at Conn. Well, for a
change of pace, I am going to voice my
opinion of what it is like to be a man at
Connecticut College.
First of all, I am an Economics major.
Being told by a professor that economists
like to translate life into economic terms,
I decided that as an aspiring economist,
this is exactly what I should do. There-
fore my lecture today will be 'Women as
an Economic Commodity at Connecticut
College."
The first thing that we study in eco-
nomics is "supply and demand." At first
glance, the supply of women seems to
be fairly large. The demand for women,
however, is constant. The women out-
number the men, and therefore it would
seem that the guys have it made. But
this conclusion is wrong. Other factors
are needed to determine the number of
qualified women on this campus. One
important factor to be considered is
product differentiation.
As economists, let's assume that there
are three aspects of women to consider
when one is looking for companionship
(ceteris paribus). The first and most
obvious factor is appearance. When I
look around, I see many good-looking
girls on campus. However, not all of
them are beautiful. Let's assume that the
number of women who can be dismissed
from consideration approaches one
quarter of the total population. This
factor tends to constrict supply.
The second factor when looking at a
girl is her personality, an important part
began to take lessons again during her
junior year.
Out of the 20 or 25 churches she has
performed at, Laurie's favorite place to
play is in the chapel on campus. "1 love
the organ here." She plays mostly
Baroque pieces. "Mr. Anthony is big on
Bach," she says, "but I've also had the
chance to play Romantic and contem-
porary music."
Laurie occasionally performs recitals
in the chapel or plays in surrounding
churches such as St. Joseph's Catholic
Church in New London, or the Calvary
Episcopal Church in Stonington. Since
she is not a music major, she is not
required to do her own recital, but she
will be performing with Maryann Yost
on May 11th. She will also be playing at
a wedding with Rich Auber in June.
Laurie will play the harpsichord that
Rich constructed himself, and he w ill
play the flute.
If she could have played another
instrument, Laurie says it would have
been piano or flute. Though many
people think the piano is similar to the
organ, the two instruments are not as
alike as one might assume. An organ
with three manuals and four-thousand
pipes behind it (like the one in Harkness
Chapel) is quite different than a piano
keyboard.
Laurie says that she will always keep
her music as a hobby, although she
would like to take on a position as
church organist in addition to a job in
the area of her major-psychology and
child development.
Laurie presently enjoys playing for
herself: "I find it really relaxing. If it
wasn't something I enjoyed, I wouldn't
be doing it."
Laurie Colton
By Lisa Mintz
Every morning at 7:30 a.m. Laurie
Colton practices the organ in the
Harkness Chapel sanctuary. "It is a time
to come and play and forget about
everything else. It is peaceful," Laurie
says. Though not a music major, Laurie
is a devoted musician.
Laurie, a senior Phi Beta Kappa
honors student at Connecticut College,
is one of six students studying the organ
on campus, and is the only one receiving
a full four credits for her work. She
practices two hours a day, seven days a
week, attends both an organ class and
one lesson each week. Her teacher, Mr.
John Anthony, is an Associate Professor
of Music and the chapel organist at the
College. She has been studying with him
for the past two years and really enjoys
it. "There is a lot that I've been able to
learn from him about technique that I
haven't been able to get from other
instructors I've had." Laurie says.
Laurie, a resident of Old Saybrook,
Connecticut, started her musical career
in fourth grade with piano lessons. The
reason she ended up studying organ is
rather unusual. Her first piano teacher
gave lessons to Laurie and her brother
until her father brought home a small
"spinet" organ and moved their piano to
the basement. Their basement was too
dark and "scary" for Laurie to practice
in by herself-thus she switched to
organ lessons upstairs.
She continued studying through high
school, playing mostly liturgical music,
and occasionally substituting for
organists in churches around Old
Saybrook. Laurie regrets not studying
the organ during her freshman and
sophomore years at Conn, though she
"The Last Epidemic"
Women As An Economic
Commodity at Connecticut College
of any person. Let's assume that one
quarter of the women have incompatible
personalities. But don't despair yet;
we're still left with at least half of the
women on campus.
There is the third part of a woman
that we must consider: whether or not
she is already spoken for. This means,
does she already have a boyfriend? He
probably rows crew, and will certainly
kill you if you come within 500 feet of
his girlfriend. It is safe to assume that
the "opportunity cost" of your life is
greater than that of having a girlfriend.
A cosllbenefit analysis would show that
you would be better off spending money
on a stereo rather than on a woman
who probably won't appreciate your
efforts anyway. This means that we
have to rule out another quarter of the
women at Conn. This factor constricts
the supply even more.
While anyone of these factors may
not seem like much alone, their
combined effect is devastating. Demand
totally outstrips supply and a shortage
occurs. If we look at this comparison, it
looks like the women don't have much
to talk about anymore. So all you
women out there stop complaining. You
aren't really any worse off than any of
the men. So the next time you see a guy
in the post office, in Harris, or at a
party, think of his position and be
sympathetic. It could be worse, you
know. This place might still be called
Connecticut College for Women.
Editor's note: Mr. Cyr hopes that this
article will be viewed in a satiric light.
-
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The Podium: To Seniors Embarking on a Contracting Economy
By Richard D. Birdsall
professor of history
'"Think small." Yes, that is the right
note for people entering the job market
in 1982. It is a phrase that came to me
partly from reading Small is Beautiful or
Economics as if People Mattered by the
British economist E. F. Schumacher and
partly from the experience of driving a
Volkswagon for the past twenty years.
"Think small" makes an interesting
counterpoint to graduation messages of
the early 1940's when Iwas on the
receiving end-then the theme was the
Emersonian "Hitch your wagon to a
star" or "Plenty of room at the top" or
"Bigger and better."
But "bigger and better" is only part of
the American tradition; it is a blowsy,
unbuttoned, and wasteful style seen in
some of the lesser works of Whitman
and Sandburg and in the style of that
expansive tycoon "Bet-a-Million" Gates.
There is another part of the American
legacy that would emphasize quality and
intensity in a limited area. Think of the
sensibly human scale of Ben Franklin's
ambition: "A little plot well tilled, a
little purse well filled, a little wife well
willed." Or consider Henry Thoreau's
ability to think small and to wisely
concentrate his powers. Living in modest
quarters at Walden, he wrote, "I say let
your affairs be as two or three, and not
a hundred or a thousand; instead of a
million count a half dozen and keep
your account on your thumb nail."
Human concerns ranked higher than
materialistic factors for Thoreau; and a
similar idea of escaping from the
modern materialistic economics with its
distorting emphasis on maximum pro-
duction and consumption is the core of
the section "Buddhist Economics" in the
book Small is Beautiful. Schumacher
says that for Buddhists the main purpose
of economic life is the refinement of a
man's character. The purpose of work is
threefold-to help a man develop his fa-
culties, to help him overcome his
egotism by cooperation with others, and
only third to produce goods and services
sufficient for a rational existence. An
Campus Forum:
American vignette of this economic style
might well be Henry Thoreau hoeing in
his bean field from 5:00 a.m. till noon
of a summer morning. That he gained a
quiet joy from his work is obvious from
his words: "Meanwhile my beans were
impatient to be hoed ... 1 hoe them early
and late ... I begin to level the ranks of
haughty weeds and throw the dust
upon their heads my hoe tinkled
against the stones, that music echoed to
the woods and the sky ... When I paused
~o lean on my hoe ... 1 saw part of the
inexhaustible entertainment which the
country offers ... 1 was filled with
inexpressible confidence, and pursued
my labor cheerfully." It is a passage that
points toward Thoreau's final summing
up of his views on the economic side of
~,ife:"We must get our living by loving."
We must get our living by loving." It is
a sentence that bears repeating.
There is some evidence that in recent
years Americans have turned away from
"bigger is better" and the Paul Bunyan
glory of sheer size to an appreciation of
quality over quantity. In short they
have begun to think small-smaller
families, smaller homes, smaller
automobiles. This is not entirely the
result of better judgment and taste; it is
obviously related to a stabilized and
The Facts of the Matter?
By Paul Robert Kiesel
Is there something wrong with today's
college students7 Is the level of education
much lower than in years past or have
problems existed before? I refer in these
vague terms to the apparent lack of poli-
tical understanding students demonstrate
over EI Salvador. While Connecticut
College is far from Harvard or Yale it
certainly ranks among the top schools in
the United States, and for this reason
the problems seem even more acute. I
had a conversation at dinner the other
night with a friend and fellow senior
concerning the events in El Salvador. It
seems only reasonable that from time to
time, an "intellectual" conversation take
place, if for no other reason than to just
confirm the spirit of higher education.
The night went something like this:
"So," I said, "what do you think
about the elections in El Salvador?" My
friend almost imperceptibly nodded his
head and turned away as if angry that I
broached such a serious issue over
dinner. I, however, was somewhat
worried by my friend's silence. Was it
genuine distinterest or simply a lack of
understanding? I pursued.
"Who do you support in EI Salvador,
the left or the right?" Realizing that I
would not leave him alone until I got an
answer, he turned and looked me direct-
ly in the eye and said: 'The truth is,
there has been a lot of talk about EI
Salvador, but I am not sure what the
differences are between the right and left
wings."
My friend was by no means unintel-
ligent-quite the contrary, he was a
Dean's List Government student. As I
was deep in reflection trying to find an
appropriate response for my friend that
might help clear up the situation, my
thoughts were interrupted by a girl at
the opposite end of the table. She was a
junior who had just returned from a
semester in Paris.
"Excuse me," she said, "but I am not
too clear about what is going on down
there either."
"Neither am I," said another.
"Look! It is clear," said an intellectual
from another table, "EI Salvador is just
another Vietnam that we cannot let
happen! Meet me tonight and let us sit
in on the student center and protest
United States involvement."
"Great," said my friend, "1 love a
good protest. See you at seven ... "
"Could you make it seven-thirty7"
asked the intellectual, "I have not missed
'M.A.S.H.' at seven in two years. And I
do not want to start now, okay?"
"Fine," said my friend, beginning to
get up from the table, "I will see you
then."
"Hold on!" I shouted. My friend sat
back in his seat. "Does anyone at the
table know what is going on in EI
Salvador?" A girl I did not recognize
began to speak tentatively.
"I think the communist guerillas
backed by the Soviets, Cubans and
Nicaraguans are infiltrating El Salvador
and trying to overthrow the democratic
regime. The United States is getting
involved to keep the Soviets out and to
protect Latin America which is in our
sphere of influence according to The
Monroe Doctrine:' she concluded,
smiling broadly, obviously pleased with
her answer.
Iwas unmoved by her comments,
surprised by her sophomoric under-
standing and her total oversimplifica-
tion. All eyes at the table were turned
towards me, waiting, hoping Icould
give them an answer to the question I
had raised.
But the sad truth is, I do not know
the answer myself.
Ed. 's note:
Information on £1 Salvador is
abundant for anyone who takes the time
to search it out. National newspapers,
magazines, and televised news have
detailed the issues involved for months.
This campus has hosted speakers and
presented films, presenting both sides of
the El Salvador story. The Voice has
presented both editorials and news
stories about El Salvador from all seg-
ments of the college community. This
article presents a viewpoint, that while
sadly true for some, should neither be
endorsed nor condoned.
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perhaps contracting economy and to the
rise of the ecology movement. It must
be obvious to all that ature is begin-
ning to present some of the bills that
have accrued from our considerable
vandalism of our native turf during the
past century.
Another force leading Americans to
think in smaller, more human terms is
world politics with its vast distances and
cosmic weapons. Robert Oppenheimer
told Carl Sandburg that the big bombs
created a new world, "in which each of
us, knowing his limitations ... will have
to ding to what is close to him, to what
he knows, to what he can do, to his
friends and his tradition and his love,
lest he be dissolved in universal
confusion and know nothing and love
nothing ... We shall have a rugged time
of it, all of us, keeping these gardens in
our villages, in keeping open the
manifold, intricate, casual paths, to keep
these nourishing in a great, open, windy
world; but this, as I see it, is the
condition of man."
But to turn from large and faraway
things to the dose and immediate, I
hope that some of you will consider a
life style of economic moderation. To do
Continued on Page 10
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this means, of course. that you must
defy these dogmas of the advertisers-
that to have an adequate love life you
must engage in the conspicuous
~ consumption style of a Hugh Hefner. to
~ be a man of character you must drive a
"0 Cadillac, to live with joy and gusto you
U must drink a daily six pack of Schlitz
~ beer. On the matter of economic
~ moderation I speak from painful
experience. Ten years ago I had a
lucrative summer job and developed a
taste for money. It is an acquired taste,
like olives; some of the best minds
concur in this. Freud said that the love
of money is not a basic desire; it does
not appear in infants and therefore
money can make a person happy. In a
similar vein Karl Marx noted that, "The
more money a man makes the more he
becomes alienated from his true self."
When you find Sigmund Freud, Karl
Marx, and the New Testament agreeing
on a particular point, you might well
take notice.
Fortunately the taste for learning pre-
vents college students from developing
an excessive taste for money. It is only
after you leave here and I must warn
you: there are occasions in the outside
world when it will appear that the desire
for money exceeds the desire for
knowledge. The mention of your leaving
these halls reminds me that this is a
ritual occasion. Like all rituals it is not
in the everyday run of things. It is
something special; this is evident from
the formal style of the present exercises
and the change of student format, from
bare feet and blue jeans to black robes
and thinking caps.
The main lever that lifts our proceed-
ings to the area of ritual and myth is the
brass band. No commencement speech
can ap-proach the music o~ a brass band
in te\1ing us what a Commencement is
a11about.
Oompah-pah; Oompah-pah;
that's how it goes
Oompah-pah; Oompah-pah;
everyone knows
If you've got the patience,
your own imaginatience
Will tell you exactly
what you want to hear.
oJ
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Think of some of the great marches-
the Racockzy, Sousa's Thunderer, or E1
Capitan, and doesn't the music say
something like this1 The soldiers-and
the people too-are all marching death-
ward, But they are not unduly shaken;
there is even a surface gaiety; they move
forward with style and will to do some
living before they reach the end, The
brass band doesn't just describe; it
embodies; it is that glorious chutzpah
that helps keep the human race march-
ing along. Or, put in more elegant
terms, the band music conveys a bit of
Nietzsche's sense of the tragic spirit:
"The reaffirmation of the will to live in
the face of death and the joy of its
inexhaustibility when so reaffirmed."
One can notice parents and even
grandparents in the back rows-people
with a few aches and pains and perhaps
an occasional wistful desire to have a
second chance at bat. But as they look
at youth and flexibility up in the front
rows any feeling of envy or a generation
gap is swept away by the music of the
band. Solidarity-that is the message;
and we're all marching along together.
Commencement, eyes front, no time for
regrets or nostalgia. Forward march!
A Commencement, then, like those
more decisive rituals-a christening, a
marriage, a funeral-should lift a person
momentarily above the world of time,
the flow of events, of one thing after
another, up to the world of value. And
in this higher perspective you see your
life not as a succession of happenings in
a time sequence, but it is all immediately
present and you can discern its pattern,
its general direction. Yet as students you
probably see several possible patterns.
This is to live in the area of potentiality.
As you move to realize one actual life,
you must strangle other possible lives.
And this.can be a violent process. But
one actual life is worth a dozen potential
lives. In the psychological sense it is a
process of thinking small, a process of
choice and concentration by which a
person moves from the condition of a
youthful someone of multiple dreams to
an adult self, an I who has chosen his
way and placed his wager. It is no area
for snap judgments; a person must draw
on his deepest self in this process of
concentration and choosing his own
way.
Boston Marathon
Continued from Page 7
looked strong along with Ron Tabb,
Bobby Hodge was finally back to the
level he was when. he came in third in
1979, and Bill Rodgers was back again
with his four Boston wins and a third in
last year's race. Billy however, is
starting to get old at 34 and he'd already
run an awful lot of marathons this year
and made an awful lot of money. In the
women's race, Charlotte Teske had
recently run a 2:29 in Miami, and
Jacqueline Gareau had won Boston in
'80, but neither looked as strong as the
Norwegian favorite.
As the gun sounded, and a little
African guy with number 126 took the
lead, Gimpy and I raced over to Natick
at about 9 miles. "Don't run any red
lights!" "Okay, Mom!" After parking a
half mile away, we watched the first
wheelchair entrants go by. At about 44
minutes, the helicopters approached
followed by motorcycles, police cars, a
press truck (they wouldn't let me on).
and finally, the lead pack. Salazaar.
Rodgers, Beardsley, and an unknown
named Mike Pinnocce were running
together. They flew by so easily that
you could hardly believe they were
running under 5:00 pace. Hodge and
Tabb however, were a different story.
By 9 miles they already looked hot.
They were straining and their arms were
all over the place. Lodwick didn't look
quite as hot, but he seemed content to
just layoff the pace a touch, conserve,
and wait for whatever happened.
After the leaders, it was a mad dash
back to the car. One wrong turn and
two ignored red lights later, and we
were standing in front of the Wellesley
Playhouse. "Peter, you're so key today!"
"I know," replied the calm man behind
the cool shades, Gimpy had already
broken half the traffic laws in
Massachusetts but he figured that was
par for Boston. Besides, our borrowed
station wagon had quite an intimidating
look about it. Not too many were
getting in our way.
The wheelchairs went by again, and
before long came the lead pack. The
same four were in the lead, but only
Beardsley looked comfortable. Everyone
else looked pretty damn hot. Bobby
Hodge and Ron Tabb did not run by,
and Lodwick was a full minute back.
This was the spot that Bill Rodgers
usually made his move. There's a slight
downhill by the Playhouse which is
hardly noticeable in a car, but can be
really significant at that point of the
marathon. From there to the firehouse is
usually the point where the race is
blown open, but Billy wasn't about to
make any moves this year. It was too
hot, and after all, they were going fast
enough already. After Wellesley, it was
one more dash to the car and a French
Connection scene as we charged toward
Cleveland Circle. Out of eight lights, we
stopped at two. Colors didn't seem to
matter as Mario Foley blew by lesser
drivers.
FLORALIA
The Gallery
By John T. McLoughlin
The first edition ot "The Gallery",
Conn College's new literary magazine
came out this week, and it looks quite
good. Freshmen Peter Engelman and
Tom Curtis are the editors-in-chief of
the journal. and it was their idea to start
it. The two wondered if the school had
a magazine Jike this, and when they
found there was none, they approached
William Meredith of the English depart-
ment for help in starting one. Mr.
Meredith became their faculty advisor,
helping them open administrative doors
and dealing with technical problems, but
it was Engelman, Curtis, and a staff of
ten editors who actually put 'The
Gallery" together.
The editors wanted 'The Gallery" to
be a showcase for the writers on
campus, and to be truly representative
of the better writing at the school.
Working on a submission basis, they
received hundreds of poems and short
stories, twenty-seven of which were
published. All works were read, and
either rejected by individual editors, or
voted on by the staff as a whole.
There will be three editions of "The
Gallery" during the school year, and
everyone involved hopes that
enthusiasm for this type of magazine
will grow. 'There hasn't been a really
long lasting magazine on campus," said
Peter Engelman, "so we want to show
some continuity and durability of this
sort of thing." "We also hope it
continues for a long time," added Tom
Curtis, "because a journal of this sort is
very important to have on a college
campus .."
So now there is a literary magazine
that represents the better writing on
campus. "The Gallery" is well done, and
one hopes the creative spirit at Conn
can grow and be seen more widely
through a journal like this.
At Cleveland Circle, we met up with
the kind of young, drunken, classless
slobs that are sometimes seen puking in
the gutter of Boylston Street. These
gentlemen and their lovely ladies would
later yell things at the 2:20 marathoners
like "Give up, you lost!" and hand them
dirty ice cubes and beer. But before this
heartwarming scene could occur, Dick
Beardsley ran through with Alberto
Salazaar right on his tai!. Al looked
incredibly dehydrated and weak, but he
was hanging on. He would later out-
sprint Beardsley to the finish in a Boston
record 2:08:50 and almost die as his
temperature dropped to 88', Probably
the most intimidating thing about
Salaaaar is the fact that he would rather
die than lose. In Falmouth in '75 he had
a 106° temperature and was actually
administered last rites. Some would say
this is stupidity, and others guts. But
one thing's for sure, the 1980's will be
the age of Salazaar.
In third place came John Lodwick
who had simply flown through the last
10 miles, and in fourth came Bill
Rodgers, Rodgers ran a 2:12 this year,
and that has won many a Boston,
especially in the heat, but not today.
The rest of the day was spent waiting
for John Kelley to go by his 51st Boston
Marathon, Peter and I both saw good
friends go by in the top 150, One was
Ray Scannell, and the other was my
high school coach Bill Kraus who is now
a medical student at Duke. Both times
we went "ape-shit". Grete went by in
record pace but we found out later, she
dropped out and the top women went
by looking hot but smooth. "Hey,
there's that African guy 126! Man, he
fell way back!" We were also waiting
and praying for Win Whitcomb to go by
and he did. I slapped him on the butt
and he almost fell over, but he was
going to finish. After giving up on
Johnny Kelley, Gimp and I started
walking towards the car. "Hey, look
who's here," observed Peter in a cool
collected voice. "Holy shit!" I said,
viewing the limping Bill Rodgers only
two feet away with the quiet, pretty
blonde on his shoulder. "Good race
Bill." "Hey, thanks a lot," said Mr.
Boston.
-------OFFTHETRACK-------
License Plates
By Matt Lituchy
The license plates read VROOM,
WOOSH, BUZZ and WHIZZ as the
black lacquered Porsches and the fire
engine red Mercedes sped past my
rented Toyota on Pacific Coast
Highway. I was proud of 1W6413, This
was southern California, home of the
VANI-T PLB craze that has swept the
country and parts of New Jersey.
This new art form has changed the
fabric of American driving life. Inter-
state truckers have rejoiced at watching
meaningless numbers and letters flash
by. New excitement has been injected
into the lives of toll booth operators and
our nation's convicts now look forward
to each new day at the stamping
machines. Not since Ma Bell introduced
Decorator Telephones has America been
given the opportunity to express its
creative genius.
To find this art in its most creative
form one must go to California where
the create-a-plate phenomenon has
become part of local folk culture. It is
said that true Californians wear their
personality on their plates. While
driving through Los Angeles I spotted a
teenager with a leather jacket and spike
haircut displaying LA PUNK on his
Harley-Davidson. A transplanted
stand up was the proud owner of a '58
Edsel with plates that read NY COMIC.
EXPRESSION
I am tired
writing but not understood,
looking on paper
there is my ink
with lines unwritten.
Like a painter
with tall trees
whose leaves
are in his mind.
The effort of peace
with speech to myself
is hard to translate
for others.
-Barclay Welch
LIES OF FAITH
My uncle was in a home
they told me when I was young
but when I asked where
I was told that his mind
was nowhere. They said in a
home where he sleeps well at
night. One morning I discovered why.
I was amazed how could he dream more,
than of sleep, Intoxicating light
snuffed out by injections and connections,
which burnt the stuff raw, it burned
the castle and glazed the shore, drug's
purpose to make a lake lifeless.
-c-Barclay Welch
SITTING HERE IN LIMBO
Ocean sails in irons
lead wandering folk
to wonder where they are going.
Inertia of station
holds back traveling forces
and we sit in limbo.
Hold to the rail,
anticipation of sudden motion
but no urge to fly feet.
Motionless we question
how we will travel
while oceans swell and birds sail.
-Barclay Welch
My pudgy companion was offended
by Richard Simmon's YRU FAT and I
was intrigued by a blonde with
IMANNUT written across the back of
her Celica. At the next red light I asked
her her name-Annette. After going out
for pizza together I realized she was
indeed a nut.
While cruising L.A. we played star-
struck. I followed a white Rolls with
FARRAH for miles and waved at the
blue Ferrari with BORG-9. I luckily
avoided an accident with a black
limousine with DE BOSS.
I noticed that some people get very
possessive when it comes to their cars-
MY CAR, HANDSOFF, NO TOUCH.
Many Californians believe the quickest
way to a woman's heart is through a
license plate-KRAZ4U, UQT, ILUVU,
U AND ME. Some people bypass the
romantics and get straight to the
point-SEX-Z, E-Z, COME ON,
QUIK-l. Of course there is always
rejection-NO CHANCE, 2KOOL4U.
In L.A. cutsy little questions are very
fashionable among young sporting
types-RU12, DU U DO IT 2,
RU4REEL, 10ISNE1.
On the San Diego Freeway I spotted
this trio-STARS, MARS, ORION. One
could only guess to as where these
drivers came from, but I was certain
that their minds were not at all on the
road.
Some use their plates for physical
descriptions-SIX 4, REDHARE,
CHUBBY. Other plates describe
moods-D-PRESD, BID-SHE, GO
HOME. We saw plates that fit
occupations, The doctor's CURE, the
teller's DEPOSIT and the rich kid's
SPOILD.
There are plates that come in
matching pairs-NEEDLES and PINS,
and the refreshingly original HIS and
HERS.
Presently there is a movement away
from the traditional representational
plate to a more abstract, expressive
plate-SQUISH, SPLASH, HOWL,
WOBBLE. On the fringes of the plate-art
world there is even a conceptual
movement-PLATE, DRIVE, CAR.
Perhaps the most intriguing is the
mysterious-XXXXX or RRRRR.
After two weeks on the WESCOAST
we returned back east where the plate-
art is somewhat less developed.
In any given high school parking lot
on Long Island one can find a collection
of teenagers with identity crises-I'M
BONNY, CHERYL 16, MARC-H.
If one drives through the back of a
suburban mall or a redneck bar there
will be countless examples of men who
have spent $50.00 to tell you the name
of his car as though the eleven labels
CHINATOWN (SAN FRANCISCO)
A crumbling phoenix risen from the ashes
Neon haze in an afternoon awash
With trash that waits in the gutters
And chases faded children-shirts on tiny
Scrambling feet running after a ragged basketball
Electric characters through a smoky windowpane
Advertise authentic chow mein and wonton
While four sulfur-skinned cronies, mouths
Flash! intermittent burnished teeth, play
Poker for toothpicks and warm Schlitz beer
Exhaust and procelain glitter obscure
The face of poverty that grimaces
Beneath the illusive makeup of flashing signs
CHI (flash) NA (flash) TOWN
Awe-THEN-ticChinaNEONexhaustown-ghettoGHETTourist-ghetta
-Gordon O. Vene Klasen
COMPOSITION IN
GREEN AND BROWN
The mossy brown rock
off Ocean Beach
(you can see it at low tide,
Sisyphus in his futile chore)
it shows its impertinent peak
for only a moment
reaching, reaching upward
trying to fuse
earth, water and air
touching, tasting sunlight
straining to see those
two little boys
who challenge the tide
to grab their spindly brown
legs they are thinking
about airplanes and sand
but mostly sand
then another timeless wave
swallows the rock, leaves
it with some new
anemone or mussel, washes
vain aspirations out to sea
-Gordon Vene Klasen
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'"provided by the manufacturer are not <:
enough-67 VETTE, Z-CAR, MUST G. S!.
In the same settings one can even spot ~
people who have both a car crisis and :".
an identity crisis-EDS OVA, LU'S ;:
T -BIRD, There are even plates for the -e
colored blind-BLAK-Z. If one drives :"
through a wealthy area, the plates .....
become more sophisticated but the ~
message is the same-BE EM W, MY VE N
W, POORSHH.
The problem with the east coast is
that the personalized plates are just
that-they're personal. Who really cares
if a Brown Dart belongs to DAVE or
R.P.E.7 Are our highways any more
interesting now that we know that
MONTE owns a green Cordoba and
hangs all his possessions from the rear
view mirror? I think not. Eastern plate-
art is dead. We are in desperate need of
some California spunk. Think of all the
time we could waste following ROCK
STAR or STUD QB. Our lives would no
longer be shallow, but full of mystery
and excitement at every traffic light and
toll booth.
Finally, art has come out of the books
and museums for good and has been
placed on the bumper of every car for
all Americans to appreciate. We all wait
with eagerness for the government's
newest scheme-personalized social
security numbers.
REALLY ME
I am real
believe me
I make a print
when I walk
in the mud
dirty shoes
really small
really me
-Shana Kaplow
THE ARTIST
I remember those chilly summer days
when my mother would say, "It's time
to get out of the water, children."
but I would wait until she said,
"Your lips are purple."
My mother, the artist,
said purple, when all
other mothers
said blue.
-Shana Kaplow
WALKING
As I walk on the
icy path, shuffling
my feet, shoulders
leaning forward so
[ don't fall on my back,
I remind myself of
my grandmother
and how her illness
made her shuffle
and lead forward as if
always trying
to catch up with
herself.
lee packs up on
the stairs like
slanting rungs.
Sickness packs up on
her back,
weighting her forward,
waiting to fall.
-Shana Kaplow
A&M SPIRITS SHOPPE
We Keep Your Spirits Alive
PO\lI C;T1l '" I\II'OIHW HEERS
;..~c1lH:1{ -\\'''11 ,'\flI E
II l[ "OI{~,,\.P \\ l'-lS FOR\!OST AI'PETITES
- FREE DELIVERY -
RIGHT DOWN THE HILL
469 WILLIAMS STREET
NEW LONDON, CONN, 06320 443-6371
This College Voice Coupon Valid
ANY DAY ••• ANY TIME
for ... ANY SANDWICH*
e SALE
Grinders
Pitchers
Pizzas
Offer Good through May 21, 1982
·Any Foot·1.otIg Single MNt S•• hidI
With this coupon you'll receive any
foot-long sandwich for 99'when you
purchase another of comparable value
at the usual listed price.
REDEEM AT: NEW LONDON/WATERFORD/GROTON
Famous Foot Long Sandwiches
NEW LONDONI WATERFORDI GROTONI
2 BANK ST. 113BOSTON POSTRD. .14 POQUONN9CK RD.
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MON.-THURS,
The Black Sheep of
Canadian Liquors.
A one hundred proof potency that simmers
just below the surface. Yet, it's so smooth and
f1avorfu.l,it's unlike any Canadian liquor you
have ever tasted. Straight, mixed, or on the
" rocks, Yukon Jack is truly a black
sheep. A spirit unto itself.
l . \Ukon Jack.
100Proof. Strong and Smooth.
I',
206 ~~IaukAV€NJ€ New lot1dol'l ... taIl442-6969
JOIN US IN OUR
OPEN HOUSE
May 7-May 14
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COUNlV BARTENDING SCHOOLS
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10% DISCOUNT
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ories with College I.D.
420 Ocean Ave.
New London, CT
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